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A B S T R A C T

There is limited research that has examined offense characteristics in homicides committed by individuals with mental illness and with differing psychiatric diagnoses. The aim of this systematic review is to synthesize previous findings of studies analyzing homicide behavior by mentally ill individuals, and reporting any associations between mental illness and method of homicide. We searched four databases (MedLine, PsychINFO, Web of Science and Embase), and identified 52 relevant articles for analysis. Of these 52 articles, nine reported specific information on mental illness and method of homicide. Five out of nine articles revealed an association between schizophrenia/delusional disorder and the use of sharp instruments as a method of homicide. Four out of nine studies revealed an association between mood disorders (bipolar disorder/major depression) and strangulation/asphyxiation/suffocation/drowning. Our review confirms consistency across studies reporting a significant association between close contact methods and schizophrenia/mood disorders. Also identified as possible influential factors concerning weapon choice are illness duration, victim characteristics and planning/lack of planning of the homicide. Additionally, studies revealed up to 96% of severely mentally ill offenders experienced psychiatric symptoms at the time of the homicide. Future research may examine the presence of specific psychiatric symptoms when a mentally ill offender commits a homicide and whether these may be more influential in the method of homicide used than the psychiatric diagnosis of the offender.
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1. Introduction

The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crimes (UNODC) estimates that in the year 2012 there were an approximate 437,000 deaths internationally, resulting from homicide. A more recent review from the Home Office Index for the year 2013/2014 reported 526 homicides in England and Wales. While it is only a minority of individuals with severe mental illness (SMI) that are likely to commit homicide, a large proportion of convicted homicide offenders are diagnosed with SMI (Joyal, Côté, Meloche & Hodgins, 2011). The societal impact of homicide is high, and understanding the possible proximal factors that promote homicidal behavior among individuals with SMI is an important first step in the prevention of homicide.

Research has long established an association between homicide and severe mental illness (Monahan, 1992; Côté & Hodgins et al., 1992). A study by Hodgins (2001) revealed 15% of murderers show a severe mental disorder. Indeed, several studies investigating the link between homicide and severe mental illness have found elevated rates of schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and major depression among individuals convicted of homicide (Gottlieb, Gabrielsen & Kramp, 1987; Shaw et al., 2006). Recent research also indicates there is a higher rate of severe mental illness between homicide offenders than in the general population (Schanda et al., 2004; Torrey, 2011; Fazel & Danesh, 2002). Furthermore, a recent study suggests that the prevalence of a mental disorder increases the risk of homicidal behavior by two-fold in men and six-fold in women (Richard-Devantoy, Olie & Gourevitch, 2009). However, the risk of homicidal behavior may differ across major mental disorders (Schanda et al., 2004). Only a handful of studies have examined whether different severe mental illnesses are linked with specific methods of homicide (Rodway et al., 2009; Catanesi et al., 2011). Moreover, research also suggests differences in homicide offense characteristics per diagnostic group (Appleby et al., 2001; Decker, 1993; Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006; Häkkänen-Nyholm et al., 2009). Our review hypothesizes that the method of homicide used by an offender with mental illness will be partly influenced by his/her psychiatric diagnosis.

1.1 Severe mental illness

Although there is no internationally agreed definition of severe mental illness (Ruggeri, Leese, Thornicroft, Bisoffi & Tansella, 2000), the term commonly refers to psychiatric diagnoses that require high levels of care and in which there is significant functional impairment. The most common SMIs are schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and major depression, which have high diagnostic validity (Putkonen et al., 2001; Häkkänen and Laajasalo, 2006) and are the SMIs most consistently linked with homicide (Schanda et al., 2004).
1.1 Schizophrenia

Although it is only a minor subgroup of individuals with schizophrenia who are at risk for violence (Joyal et al., 2011), previous research has also consistently linked schizophrenia to homicide (Golenkov et al., 2011; Shaw et al., 2006). Indeed, research does suggest, more generally, that individuals with schizophrenia are at increased risk for acting violently (Kooyman, Dean, Harvey & Walsh, 2007) as well as being at a higher risk than the general population of being convicted for violent offenses (Hodgins, 2008). For example, Wallace et al. (1998) found that schizophrenia was associated with a seven-fold increase in the rate of homicide convictions. A recent study reported individuals with schizophrenia are approximately 20 times more likely to commit homicide than the general population (Fazel, Gulati, Linsell, Geddes & Grann, 2009). Similarly, Schanda et al. (2004) revealed an increased likelihood of homicide in women suffering from schizophrenia.

Concerning specific offense characteristics of homicide offenders with schizophrenia, previous research mainly focuses on the presence of psychotic symptoms at the time of the crime and the frequent use of knives/sharp instruments among this group (Lanzkron, 1963; Taylor, 1998; Steury & Choinski, 1999). Indeed, Taylor and colleagues (1998) reported that at the time of the homicide, up to 81% of perpetrators with psychosis (including schizophrenia) were directly motivated by delusions and/or hallucinations. Similarly, Joyal (2004) revealed that approximately 60% of male homicide offenders with schizophrenia were motivated by psychotic symptoms. In addition, research has suggested that individuals experiencing psychotic symptoms and perceptions of threat tend to carry sharp weapons with them (Joyal et al., 2004). This is consistent with existing research reporting the majority of schizophrenic offenders use a sharp instrument as a homicide method, and were found to have the weapon on their person at the time of the crime (Meehan et al., 2006; Rodway et al., 2009).

1.1.2 Bipolar disorder

Although there is no established link in literature between bipolar disorder and homicide, studies indicate bipolar disorder is six times higher in adult prisons than in the general population (Robins & Regier, 1991). Furthermore, up to 7% of homicide offenders in England and Wales have a lifetime diagnosis of bipolar disorder (Oakley, Hynes & Clark, 2009). Findings of research examining the link between bipolar disorder and violence are mixed. For example, although recent studies revealed a greater risk of violence in bipolar disorder than in schizophrenia (Monahan et al., 2001; Oakley, Hynes & Clark, 2009), research also suggests bipolar disorder alone is not associated with an increased likelihood of homicide (Schanda et al., 2004). Indeed, recent studies conclude most violence in bipolar disorder is due to comorbid substance abuse (Pickard & Fazel, 2013; Fazel et al., 2010). However, research on homicide by individuals with bipolar disorder suggests an increased violence risk in bipolar disorder exists even when controlling for alcohol/substance misuse (Volavka,
Additional research revealed a higher risk of violence during acute manic episodes of bipolar disorder (Wulach, 1983; Binder & McNiel 1988; Volavka, 2013). Conversely, Niessen and Large (2012) suggest mania is not strongly associated with serious violence, and Yoon et al., (2011) found homicide risk to be higher in the depressive phase of bipolar. A more recent study highlights a direct link between the presence of bipolar disorder symptoms and committing a crime on 62% of offenders with bipolar disorder (Peterson et al., 2014), unfortunately, researchers do not specify on the symptoms reported. Additional research focusing on whether homicidal risk differs among depressive and manic episodes of bipolar disorder is needed.

There is a gap in research investigating homicide offense characteristics in bipolar disordered individuals. The small number of studies focusing on offenders with affective disorders and their behavior at the crime scene suggest that there is an association between violence and homicide risk among individuals with bipolar disorder (Oakley, Hynes & Clark, 2009; Rodway et al., 2009). In addition, a high proportion of homicide offenders with affective/mood disorders are female that are less likely to use violent methods than male homicide offenders (Flynn et al., 2013). Additional research investigating offense behaviors and characteristics concerning male and female homicide offenders with bipolar disorder is needed.

1.1.3 Major depression

The relationship between major depression and homicidal behavior has been historically overlooked (Oakley, Hynes & Clark, 2009; Malmquist, 1995). More recently, studies investigating the link between depression and homicide have mainly focused on homicide-suicide cases, where the perpetrators showing depressive symptoms commits suicide no more than one week after committing homicide (Marzuk, Tardiff & Hirsch, 1992). Indeed, up to 75% of offenders committing homicide-suicide have been reported to be clinically depressed at the time of the offense (Rosenbaum, 1990). However, research also indicates homicide-suicide cases share few characteristics with those who commit homicide. For example, homicide-suicide perpetrators are more likely to be older than homicide perpetrators (Saleva, Putkonen, Kiviruusu & Lonqvist, 2006). Previous studies suggest that the homicide-suicide and homicide groups are two different populations that should be examined separately (Rosenbaum, 1990; Malmquist, 1995).

Beyond homicide-suicide, a small number of studies suggest a strong relationship between homicide and depression. For example, Bénézech and Bourgeois (1992) study reported 16-28% of homicide offenders were depressed at the time of the crime. Another study reported mood disorder (mainly depression) to be the most common mental illness among filicide offenders (Flynn et al., 2013). Furthermore, studies have consistently reported high rates of depression among homicide offenders compared to the general population (Teplin, 1990; Oakley, Hynes & Clark, 2009). Indeed, a diagnosis of
Depression has been associated with a threefold increase of committing violent crime, including homicide or attempted homicide (Fazel, 2015).

Only a very small number of studies have examined offense characteristics among homicide offenders with depressive illness (Matejkowski et al., 2005). Findings suggest offenders are frequently young mothers killing their own children (Flynn et al., 2013) and intimate violent partners or spouses (Liem & Roberts, 2009). High rates of co-morbid alcohol and drug abuse are also frequently reported among homicide offenders with depression (Rosebaum et al., 1986; Matejkowski et al., 2005). Further research investigating offense characteristics and behavior at the time of the crime in cases of homicide committed by depressed individuals, and not followed by suicide, is needed.

### 1.2 Previous research on methods of homicide

Information concerning methods of homicide is accessible through official crime statistics and studies on characteristics of homicides in general. According to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime annual study on global homicide (UNODC, 2013) sharp instruments are more frequently used in Europe and Oceania, while firearms are the most frequent homicide method in the United States and Italy (Matejkowski et al., 2005; Saleva et al., 2006) arguably a result of less restrictive gun laws and homicides resulting from organized crime (Catanesi et al., 2011). Indeed, the Home Office Homicide Index (2016), in line with previous years, revealed the most common method of homicide in England and Wales to be by a knife or other sharp instrument accounting for 36% of all homicides. The second most common method for female victims is strangulation or asphyxiation, used in 10-20% of all homicides (Häkkänen, 2007). However, kicking/hitting is the second most frequent method overall, accounting for approximately 18% of all homicides. Only 4% of all homicides in the UK involved killing by shooting. Other common methods reported include: blunt instruments, suffocation, death by fire and poisoning.

Particular homicide methods are associated with the victim-perpetrator relationship, as well as the victim’s and the offender’s gender. For example, research suggests methods involving close contact, such as stabbing and strangulation, commonly involve family members and intimate partners as victims (Appleby et al., 2016). In the case of stranger homicides, kicking/hitting is more likely to be used as a homicide method. Studies indicate that female victims of sexual murders are commonly killed by strangulation since this method is frequently used to overcome their resistance during the sexual act (Häkkänen, 2007). Furthermore, male offenders have been found more likely to use violent methods than female offenders (Flynn et al., 2013).
Only a handful of studies report on the effect of availability of lethal weapons, particularly guns and knives. Findings from a Canadian study suggest that restricting the availability of guns has resulted in a decrease in the rates of homicide by firearms but an increase in the use of all other methods of homicide (Bridges, 2004). Studies examining the use of knives in England report an association between unplanned homicide and the use of sharp weapons, and suggest sharp instruments are the most used homicide method due to their easy accessibility (Hughes et al., 2012).

1.3 Method of homicide and severe mental illness: is there a link?

The majority of studies that have included mentally ill offenders as part of their sample and report on type of mental disorder and homicide method do not directly examine the association between a specific mental illness and method of homicide. For example, a study by Putkonen et al. (2001) examined psychotic and personality disordered women that committed homicide. Although findings described stabbing as the most common method overall, the difference in method according to each diagnostic group of women was not reported. Nevertheless, associations between method of homicide and psychiatric diagnosis have been reported from early research, albeit mainly involving delusional disorders. For example, a study by Steury & Choinski (1995) suggested an association between psychotic offenders and knives.

More recently, a small number of studies have examined the relationship between methods of homicide and distinct mental illnesses. Findings suggest that the method of homicide used is related to the offender’s psychiatric diagnosis (Rodway et al., 2009; Catanesi et al., 2011; Håkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006). For example, Catanesi et al. (2011) found an association between depression and asphyxia, and delusional disorders and sharp instruments. Additional findings include associations between psychosis and knives, and personality disorder/alcohol misuse and hitting/kicking (Håkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006) and affective disorders and less violent methods (Rodway et al., 2009). However, the putative mechanisms underlying the association between SMI and method of homicide are less well understood (Blumenthal & Lavender, 2000).

1.4 Present research review

Diverse findings across research highlight the need for a systematic review to synthesize the results from previous studies examining the characteristics homicide committed by mentally ill individuals, specifically the link between psychopathology and method of homicide. Our aim is to identify which associations between a specific method of homicide and a SMI are consistent across studies from different countries. Our research hypothesizes that the homicide
method will be indicative of the mental illness of an offender, as well as of his/her mental state at the time of the offense. Therefore, we also explore whether the method of homicide may be influenced by the presence of specific psychiatric symptoms. In this way, our review will aim to improve our understanding on the differences in homicidal behavior among mentally ill perpetrators according to their diagnostic group and mental state at the time of the homicide.

2. Methodology

2.1 Data Collection

The review consisted of a systematic search of four databases: MedLine, PsychINFO, Web of Science and Embase. For our subject headings and sub headings we used MeSH terms [Homicide OR ‘Homicide Method’ OR ‘Modus Operandi’ AND (Psychopathology OR ‘Mental Disorder’ OR ‘Mental Illness’ OR ‘Psychiatric Disorder’ OR ‘Psychological Disorder’ OR ‘Unspecified Mental Disorder’ OR ‘Psychiatric Nonspecific’ OR ‘Psychiatric Illness’)] (see Fig. 1). We included studies from various countries, and also those with a different methodology and sample size since previous research reporting on homicide method and psychopathology is very limited. Our search only reviewed studies including offenders who committed homicide or attempted homicide and provided data on psychopathology and the homicide method used. No studies were included through other sources. Restrictions regarding the date of publication of the paper (2000-2015) were applied to obtain the most recent findings on the subject. The search identified 4,408 records. All titles and abstracts were then reviewed and saved if they appeared relevant to the aims of this paper. Of these, the full texts of 52 studies reporting on both mental illness and homicide were read. Fourteen out of 52 studies were identified as relevant for this review. However, five were removed since four out of five did not have an available translation to the English language and one remaining study only examined a specific type of homicide: parricide. Nine studies that reported on psychiatric diagnosis and the offense characteristics of homicide (one of them being the method of homicide) were included as part of this systematic review.

2.2 Definitions of mental illness

For the purposes of this review, the term ‘mental illness’ will refer to the diagnostic groups most frequently found in the nine studies included: ‘delusional disorder’, ‘psychosis’, ‘schizophrenia’, ‘mood disorders’, ‘depressive illness’, ‘bipolar disorder’, ‘personality disorders’, ‘organic disorders’ (e.g. epilepsy) and ‘major depression’. However, the definition will exclude ‘alcohol and/or drug dependence/abuse’ due to a lack of consistency across studies reporting rates of comorbidity.
within diagnostic groups. Additionally, one of the aims of our research is to identify specific aspects of severe mental illness relating to homicide, while excluding ‘alcohol and/or drug dependence/abuse’, since research has already established comorbidity with ‘substance use disorder’ increases violence and homicide risk among mentally ill individuals (Walsh & Buchanan, 2003). Major mental disorders or SMI will refer to ‘schizophrenia’ ‘bipolar disorder’ and ‘major depression’ only (Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006; Matejkowski et al., 2008; Rodway et al., 2009; Yoon et al., 2011; Catanesi et al., 2011).

In addition, we will use the category of ‘mood disorders’ or ‘affective disorders’ to encompass both ‘bipolar disorder’ and ‘major depression’, since the majority of the studies reviewed encompass these two disorders in that definition. This is likely due to the fact that most of the studies we reviewed based their categories on the DSM-III-R and DSM-IV-TR classification of disorders, which includes depressive disorders in the same chapter as bipolar disorder, titled ‘Mood Disorders’ (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). However, it is worth noting that according to the DSM-5, both the criteria and classification of bipolar disorders and depressive disorders differs from one another, with the exception of ‘major depressive episode’ within bipolar disorders and ‘major depressive disorder’ within depressive disorders, which are almost identical (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).

Because of the differences in methodological approaches, as well as definitions of ‘homicide’ used across studies, we were unable to perform a meta-analysis. This was also due to the fact that the ‘mental illness’ category in most studies was not clearly defined and in some cases not mutually exclusive; an offender diagnosed with two mental disorders might be included twice in different mental illness categories. For example, in Matejkowski et al.’s (2008) study, the sum of diagnoses equals more than the total number of offenders in the sample since more than one diagnosis per offender was possible.
Fig 1. Flow diagram of the systematic search for studies reporting on method of homicide and psychiatric diagnosis

**Search terms:** (homicide OR ‘homicide method’ OR ‘modus operandi’ AND {psychopathology OR ‘mental disorder’ OR ‘mental illness’ OR ‘psychiatric disorder’ OR ‘psychological disorder’ OR ‘unspecified mental disorder’ OR ‘psychiatric nonspecific’ OR ‘psychiatric illness’})

**Data Bases**
MedLine, 2000-2015 locating 1810 titles
PsychINFO, 2000-2015 locating 1091 titles
Web of Science, 2000-2015 locating 569 titles
Embase, 2000-2015 locating 938 titles

4, 408 abstracts mainly about violent murder identified through database searching

4, 021 abstracts after duplicates

3,862 titles not examined further since lacking relevance to the research – titles discussing suicide, war crimes, sexual crimes, single case reports, book reviews, etc.

159 studies which abstract mentions violent crime offenders and mental illness - appear relevant to the research.

107 articles do not provide clear information on types of diagnosis and report on other types of crime.

52 articles that focus on homicide and report on psychiatric diagnosis read in full text.

53 studies excluded since information on specific methods of homicide was not available

Fourteen studies that report on homicide or attempted homicide and a method(s) of homicide, as well as mental illness.

Five studies excluded since the translation to English was not available for 5 of these and one focused on specific crimes – parricide, matricide, infanticide, etc.

Nine studies provide specific information relevant for this research - discussing homicide/attempted homicide in relation to both mental illness and method of homicide.
3. Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studies included.</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Mentally ill</th>
<th>Schizophrenia</th>
<th>Mood disorders</th>
<th>Other diagnoses</th>
<th>Method of homicide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, Macaulay and Crichton (2012)</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>(n=57) 100% sharp instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Rodway, Flynn, Swinson, Roscoe, Hunt, Windfuhr, Kapur, Appleby and Shaw (2009)</td>
<td>England and Wales</td>
<td>3930</td>
<td>90% male</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Catanesi, Carabellese, Troccoli, Candello, Grattagliano, Solarino and Fortunato (2011)</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>(n=103) 39% sharp instrument, 11% blunt instrument, 20% gun, 10% asphyxia, 20% other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Häkkänen and Laajasalo (2006)</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>90% male</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Matejkowski, Solomon and Cullen (2008)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>77% male</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Häkkänen-Nyholm, Repo-Tihonen, Lindberg, Salenius &amp; Weizmann-Henelius (2009)</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>(n=111) 64% sharp instrument, 8% drowning, 3% strangulation/suffocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Putknonen, Collander, Marja-Liisa, Honkasalo and Lönnqvist (2001)</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>100% female</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>(n=62) 21% sharp instrument, 14% blunt instrument, 11% hitting, 35% suffocation, 13% other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Yoon, Kim, Choi, Lyu, Kwon, Jang and Park (2011)</td>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>39% male</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Number of SMI offenders and other diagnosis may exceed the total of sample size since more than one diagnosis per offender is possible and offenders with no diagnosis were not included. More than one method of homicide per offender is possible.
3.1 Summary of included studies

Nine studies reported data on associations between method of homicide and mental illness/type of diagnosis. Three out of nine studies are from Finland (Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006; Häkkänen-Nyholm et al., 2009; Putkonen et al., 2001) two are from England and Wales (Rodway et al., 2009; Shaw et al., 2004) and one from England only (Hughes et al., 2012). The remaining studies are from USA, Italy and South Korea. Regarding sample size of homicide offenders, six out of nine studies have a relatively small sample of less than 250 offenders. Three out of nine studies have large sample sizes, with two having over 1,000 offenders (Rodway et al., 2009; Shaw et al., 2004) and one with 676 perpetrators (Häkkänen-Nyholm et al., 2009). Seven out of nine studies present a sample of mostly males (Rodway et al., 2009; Catanesi et al., 2011; Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006; Matejkowski et al., 2008; Shaw et al., 2004; Häkkänen-Nyholm et al., 2009; Yoon et al., 2011). Only one study has an all-female sample (Putkonen et al., 2001) (see Table 1).

Concerning the percentage of mentally ill offenders in their sample, only two out of nine studies presented a 100% sample consisting of all mentally ill offenders who committed or attempted homicide (Matejkowski et al., 2008; Yoon et al., 2011). Three studies consisted of samples with a majority (higher than 80%) of mentally ill offenders (Hughes et al., 2012; Catanesi et al., 2011; Putkonen et al., 2001). Another three presented samples of mentally ill offenders lower than 50% (Rodway et al., 2009; Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006; Shaw et al., 2004). Other psychiatric diagnoses reported in the nine studies include ‘personality disorder’ in seven studies (Hughes et al., 2012; Rodway et al., 2009; Catanesi et al., 2011; Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006; Shaw et al., 2004; Häkkänen-Nyholm et al., 2009) alcohol dependence in five out of nine studies (Rodway et al., 2009; Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006; Shaw et al., 2004; Häkkänen-Nyholm et al., 2009; Putkonen et al., 2001). Only two out of nine studies present diagnoses of organic brain disorder (Catanesi et al., 2011; Häkkänen-Nyholm et al., 2009) and other psychotic disorders (Matejkowski et al., 2008; Putkonen et al., 2001). The category of ‘other unspecified psychiatric disorder’ was included in two out of nine studies (Hughes et al., 2012; Shaw et al., 2004).

In studies one, five and seven (Hughes et al., 2012; Matejkowski et al., 2008; Häkkänen-Nyholm et al., 2009) the diagnostic categories of mental illness were not mutually exclusive, this means that a mentally ill offender could be classified under two or more psychiatric diagnoses in the same study. For example, study five (2008) findings revealed 73% of offenders as having diagnoses of major depression, bipolar disorder or mania, as well as 41% diagnosed with psychotic disorder, including schizophrenia. In study two (Rodway et al., 2009), the diagnostic categories were mutually exclusive, however over half (56%) shared co-morbid alcohol/drug dependence/misuse. In studies three, four, six and eight (Catanesi et al., 2011; Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006; Shaw et al., 2004; Putkonen et al., 2001) diagnostic categories were mutually exclusive. Finally study nine (Yoon et al., 2011) includes offenders with bipolar disorder I only; however comorbid
substance use disorder was present in 4-20% of the offenders. It is important to clarify that although the diagnostic categories in a study may be mutually exclusive, this does not dismiss the possibility of dual diagnosis of the offender.

3.2 Associations between method of homicide and psychiatric diagnosis

Of the studies included in this review, the associations identified at least once include: (a) schizophrenia and the use of sharp weapons, (b) mood disorders and strangulation/asphyxiation/suffocation/drowning, (c) personality disorder or alcohol dependence and kicking and hitting, (d) organic disorders and blunt instruments and finally (e) depressive disorders and asphyxia. The associations most consistently found across the nine studies were: (a) schizophrenia/delusional disorder and the use of sharp weapons and (b) mood disorders and strangulation/asphyxiation/suffocation/drowning (Hughes et al., 2012; Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006; Häkkänen-Nyholm et al., 2009; Matejkowski et al., 2008; Putkonen et al., 2001; Rodway et al., 2009; Shaw et al., 2004; Yoon et al., 2011; Catanesi et al., 2011). The hypothesis that a severe mental disorder will have an influence on the method of homicide used seems to have found confirmation across different studies only when schizophrenia/delusional disorder and mood disorders were concerned. Consequently, this systematic review focuses on associations (a) schizophrenia/delusional disorder and sharp instruments and (b) mood disorders and strangulation/asphyxiation/suffocation/drowning.

3.2.1 Schizophrenia/delusional disorder and sharp instruments

The first five studies present associations between schizophrenia and the use of sharp instruments as a method of homicide (see table 2). In study one by Hughes et al. (2012) 46% of offenders that stabbed their victim had a diagnosis of schizophrenia. In study two (Rodway et al., 2009) 55% of schizophrenic offenders used a sharp instrument. Study three (Catanesi et al., 2011) reported a strong correlation between delusional disorder and the use of sharp instruments (O.R. = 4.7 X² = 7.23; p ≤ 0.05). In study four (Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006) 58% of the schizophrenic offenders used a sharp instrument. Finally, for study five (Matejkowski et al., 2008) 30% of the offenders with schizophrenia used a sharp instrument. The remaining four studies did not present data on this association. Although studies six and seven included offenders with schizophrenia in their sample, they do not specify the homicide method used according to each diagnostic group. Study eight reported 47% of psychotic offenders in their sample to have used a sharp instrument. However, it does not specify the percentage concerning schizophrenia only. Finally, study nine included bipolar disordered offenders only.
3.2.2 Mood disorders (bipolar disorder and major depression) and strangulation/asphyxiation/suffocation/drowning

An association between mood disorders and strangulation/asphyxiation/suffocation/drowning was revealed in studies two, three, five and nine. According to study two (Rodway et al., 2009), offenders with mood disorders were significantly more likely to use strangulation than any other homicide method. In study three (Catanesi et al., 2011), depressive disorders were strongly correlated with asphyxia (O.R. = 15.9; X² = 13.19; p ≤ 0.05). In study five by Matejkowski et al. (2008) 33% of offenders with bipolar disorder used strangulation/asphyxiation/suffocation/drowning methods. However, most offenders with major depression used a firearm or sharp instrument and only 17% used strangulation/asphyxiation/suffocation/drowning. Study nine (Yoon et al., 2011) on offenders with bipolar disorder reported suffocation as the most used method of homicide in the depression group. However, stabbing was the most common method in the mania group. The remaining five studies did not present data on this association. The sample of only eight offenders with mood disorders in study one was too small to establish any associations. Study four only included SMIs of schizophrenia and personality disorders. Although study six reported affective disorders to be the most common diagnosis in their sample, they failed to identify any associations between diagnosis and homicide method. Finally, studies seven and eight did not include any offenders diagnosed with mood disorders in their sample.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Key findings relevant to hypothesis</th>
<th>Main limitations of study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, Macaulay and Crichton (2012)</td>
<td>Evidence of association between unplanned homicide and perpetrators who have had contact with mental health services in England. Schizophrenia: Evidence of association between unplanned homicide and kitchen knife use in offenders with schizophrenic illness</td>
<td>Psychiatric reports available only in 96% of cases. Sharp weapons will also be more used because of their immediate availability. Small sample and selection of cases may have focused on domestic unplanned homicide only. Kitchen knife use may be a broader problem within English society (not relating to a specific type of homicide) – as gun control is in America. Study focused on sharp instrument method only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodway, Flynn, Swinson, Roscoe, Hunt, Windfuhr, Kapur, Appleby and Shaw (2009)</td>
<td>Perpetrators with a lifetime history of mental illness were more likely to use a sharp instrument. Schizophrenia: 96% used a violent method 55% used sharp instruments as a method of homicide as opposed to 40% when compared to other mental illnesses Mood disorders: 88% used a violent method 22% used strangulation/suffocation/drowning as method of homicide as opposed to 13% when compared to other mental illnesses 31% were mentally ill at the time of the offense</td>
<td>Psychiatric reports available only in 57% of cases. Of the 433 perpetrators with severe mental illness (schizophrenia/other delusional disorders/mood disorders) over half had co-morbid alcohol/drug dependence/misuse. Violent methods were more likely used by dual diagnosis perpetrators than by perpetrators with a severe mental illness, and no history of alcohol/drug misuse/dependence. Bipolar disorder and depression were joined due to the small number of offenders with a diagnosis of bipolar disorder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catanesi, Carabellese, Troccoli, Candello, Grattagliano, Solarino and Fortunato (2011)</td>
<td>30% of psychiatric reports obtained Schizophrenia: Results show significant correlation between delusional disorders and the use of sharp weapons (O.R. = 4.7; X² = 7.23; p≤0.05) Mood disorders: Depressive disorders were found more associated with asphyxia (O.R. = 15.9; X² = 13.19; p≤0.05) The use of sharp weapons was more frequent in cases where the homicide was the result of an impulsive reaction 36% were mentally ill at the time of the offense</td>
<td>Highly occurrence of disorders like schizophrenia and other delusional disorders were highly represented. Due to Italian law, availability of firearms is very low and this may affect the results in which this method was used by the offender.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hakkanen and Laajasalo (2006)</td>
<td>300% of psychiatric reports obtained Use of sharp weapon was most frequent in schizophrenic group Schizophrenia: 58% used sharp instrument as opposed to 48% when compared to other mental illnesses</td>
<td>Some information was absent and coded as missing. Sample size is moderate and study should be replicated with a larger sample that can lead to more significant results. Dividing offenders between mentally ill and non-mentally ill is not sufficient; different diagnoses will differ in crime scene behaviors. More than one method of homicide per offender is possible and not specified in study data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matejkowski, Solomon and Cullen (2008)</td>
<td>300% of psychiatric reports obtained Schizophrenia: 30% used a sharp instrument as opposed to 27% when compared to other mental illnesses Mood disorders: 15% used strangulation/suffocation/drowning as opposed to 12% when compared to other mental illnesses</td>
<td>Small sample Firearms most common homicide method reported across all diagnoses for their easy availability More than one diagnosis per offender possible. More than one method of homicide per offender is possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw, Amons, Hunt, Flynn, Turnbull, Kapur and Appleby (2004)</td>
<td>Perpetrators were found more likely to have a history of drug misuse than a history of contact with mental health services 32% were mentally ill at the time of the offense</td>
<td>Studies included over-represent homicide by strangers. The loss of the psychiatric reports that were not available may have inflated proportion of perpetrators with mental illness since reports with diagnosis of mental illness are more likely to be used in court.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hakkanen-Nyholm, Repo-Tiihonen, Lindberg, Salenius and Weizmann-Henelius (2009)</td>
<td>100% of forensic examination reports obtained</td>
<td>Study mainly focused on reporting cases of sexual homicide, although full sample involves all types of homicide offenders, reported data concerns 18 cases of sexual homicide.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putkonen, Collander, Marja-Lisa, Honkasalo and Lönqvist (2001)</td>
<td>300% of psychiatric reports obtained Results show that women most often kill men by stabbing in a quarrel</td>
<td>The diagnostic reliability of personality disorders in general has been suggested to be somewhat poor. Figures for neuroses and alcoholism may also be underestimate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoon, Kim, Choi, Lyu, Kwon, Jang and Park (2011)</td>
<td>300% of psychiatric reports obtained Suffocation was the most common method of homicide in the depressive phase group of Bipolar I disorder Stabbing was most common method of homicide in the mania group Mood disorders: 35% used strangulation/suffocation/drowning</td>
<td>Study only looks at offenders with bipolar I disorder. Only offenders with serious psychopathology were enrolled, hence it presents limitations when generalizing findings to all offenders with bipolar I disorder. Mental status examination in Korea is not a routine and is therefore requested only when previous psychiatric history was found; because of this, patients in manic phase can be over-represented since patients in...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 Main limitations of studies and their associations between method of homicide and type of diagnosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limitation</th>
<th>Association</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depressive phase may be considered as normal at that moment.</td>
<td>Data was collected through a retrospective chart review, instead of prospective which would result in more precise data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data was collected through a retrospective chart review, instead of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prospective which would result in more precise data.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion

This systematic review is the first to our knowledge to identify associations between mental illness and method of homicide reported in previous research. We examined the homicide studies published in recent years (2000-2015), particularly those involving samples of perpetrators with different psychiatric diagnoses. Nine studies reporting on homicide method used and psychiatric diagnosis of the offender were included. Five out of nine studies directly addressed the question concerning whether or not a SMI may influence the method of homicide used (Rodway et al., 2009; Catanesi et al., 2011; Matejkowski et al., 2008; Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006; Yoon et al., 2011), and confirmed a link between SMI and method of homicide. Two main findings are discussed: (1) the association between schizophrenia/delusional disorder and sharp instruments reported in five out of nine studies, (2) the association between mood disorders (bipolar disorder and major depression) and strangulation/asphyxiation/suffocation/drowning reported in four out of nine studies. Our review confirms consistent findings across studies indicating the methods of homicide vary between perpetrators with different mental illnesses. In addition, our review identified factors such as the duration of the illness, victim characteristics and planning of the homicide may also to be influential in the use of a specific method of homicide by an offender with mental illness. Future research may focus on the presence of specific psychotic symptoms at the time of the homicide and across different mental disorders.

4.1 Schizophrenia/delusional disorder and sharp instruments

A significant association between schizophrenia/delusional disorder and the use of sharp instruments was identified in the first five of nine studies in our review. This finding across studies is consistent with previous literature on weapon choice by individuals with schizophrenia, indicating psychotic offenders use knives more frequently than other homicide methods (Steury & Choinski, 1995). Use of knives is thought due to their immediate and easy availability (Joyal et al., 2004; Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006). In addition, previous studies suggest that individuals with schizophrenia are likely to carry easily available weapons (e.g., knives) with them, mainly in response to paranoid thinking (Joyal et al., 2004; De Zulueta, 2006). Indeed, studies in our review reported a high proportion of offenders with schizophrenia were found to have carried the sharp instrument on their person before committing the homicide, rather than finding it at the crime scene (Rodway et al., 2009; Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006).

Another possible factor underlining the association between schizophrenia and sharp instruments is the impulsivity that is associated with schizophrenia (Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006). Indeed, impulsivity experienced by schizophrenic offenders at the time of the crime was reported in three studies included in our review (Hughes et al., 2012;
Putkonen et al., 2010; Catanesi et al., 2011). Furthermore, the use of sharp weapons has been linked to unplanned homicide and homicides resulting from an impulsive reaction (Hughes et al., 2012).

With regard to victim characteristics, the literature suggests homicide offenders with schizophrenia are more likely to kill a relative (Daly & Wilson, 1988; Steury & Choiniski, 1995). This was consistent with six out of nine studies in the present review: offenders with schizophrenia/delusional disorder were significantly more likely to kill a parent/son/partner or other family relative (Hughes et al., 2012; Rodway et al., 2009; Catanesi et al., 2011; Matejkowski et al., 2008; Putkonen et al., 2010; Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006). Use of knives may make sense in this context as research suggests homicide methods of close contact, such as stabbing, are frequently used to kill family members (Appleby et al., 2006). Indeed, four studies in our review reported sharp instruments to be significantly more used in homicides involving family members as victims, rather than strangers (Shaw et al., 2004; Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006; Rodway et al., 2009; Häkkänen-Nyholm et al., 2009).

4.2 Mood disorders and strangulation/asphyxiation/suffocation/drowning

The association between mood disorders and the use of strangulation/asphyxiation/suffocation/drowning was found to be significant in four out of nine studies in our review. However, only studies two and six specifically used mood disorders to collapse across both bipolar disorder and depressive illness (Rodway et al., 2009; Shaw et al., 2004). Study two indicated offenders with mood disorders used violent methods significantly less than offenders with other diagnoses (Rodway et al., 2009). This finding is consistent with recent research suggesting homicide offenders diagnosed with mood disorders are more likely to use less violent homicide methods, such as drowning/suffocation/asphyxiation (Flynn et al., 2013). Three studies reported an association between strangulation/asphyxiation/suffocation/drowning and bipolar disorder and major depression separately (Catanesi et al., 2011; Yoon et al., 2011; Matejkowski et al., 2008). Study three reported a significant association between depressive illness and asphyxia; the number of offenders with only bipolar disorder was too small (n=2) to identify any significant association with a homicide method (Catanesi et al., 2011). The entire sample of study nine consisted of offenders with only bipolar I disorder; an association between asphyxiation/suffocation and offenders in the depressive phase of bipolar disorder was reported. Conversely, this study also reported that offenders experiencing the manic phase of bipolar were found more likely to use sharp instruments as a method of homicide (Yoon et al., 2011). Study five (Matejkowski et al., 2008) also suggests an association between bipolar disorder and strangulation/asphyxiation/suffocation/drowning. However, major depression was linked to the use of sharp instruments/shooting, rather than strangulation/asphyxiation/suffocation/drowning. This was the only study that reported the use of sharp instruments among depressed offenders. An association concerning depression and a homicide method
was not reported in the remaining four studies due to the sample not including offenders diagnosed with depressive illness – not necessarily because of a lack of relationship between the two.

With regard to victim and offense characteristics, previous literature on homicide by individuals with mood disorders, states both high rates of altruistic motivation and the perpetrators frequently being young mothers killing their own children as possible reasons for the choice of a less violent method that does not spill blood, such as suffocation/asphyxiation/drowning (Flynn et al., 2013). This is consistent with two studies included in our review reporting children were at high risk of being victims of homicide by offenders with depressive illness (Rodway et al., 2009; Catanesi et al., 2011).

4.3 Duration of the illness, type of victim and planning of the homicide may be influential in the homicide method used

Previous research on SMI has established that an individual’s propensity for violence varies depending on the stage of the illness (Modestin & Ammann, 1996; Walsh & Buchanan, 2003). For example, research suggests the rate of homicide in the first episode of psychosis is much higher than after initial treatment (Niessen & Large, 2010). Conversely, another study reported that as schizophrenic illness progresses delusions may become more complex and risk of life-threatening behavior towards others may increase (Humphreys, Johnstone, MacMillan & Taylor, 1992). According to a study from our review, over 60% of offenders with schizophrenia had been diagnosed before the homicide (Catanesi et al., 2011). Concerning mood disorders, previous literature suggests homicide risk assessment in depressive patients is commonly overlooked (Oakley, 2009). Indeed, studies in our review revealed that over 50% of homicide offenders with major depression were in contact with Mental Health Services in the three months preceding the homicide (Yoon et al., 2011). Overall, findings from our review indicate that perpetrators with a lifetime history of mental illness are more likely than perpetrators without history of mental illness to use sharp instruments and strangulation than any other homicide methods (Hughes et al, 2012; Rodway et al., 2009). However, there is a lack of research investigating links between illness duration of schizophrenia and mood disorders and the homicide method used. Further research needs to examine whether specific stages of different SMI will relate to the use of distinct homicide methods, as well as variations in homicide risk depending on the stage of each mental illness.

Previous research also indicates that differences in methods of homicide are related to the type of victim. For example, family members are usually killed by methods of close contact, while strangers and acquaintances are more frequently killed by shooting (Appleby et al., 2006). However, only a handful of studies have reported whether associations between method of homicide and type of victim differ by types of mental illness. Study one from our review, reported that
45% of victims by stabbing to be family member/partner or ex-partner (Hughes et al., 2012). Study two, three and nine (Rodway et al., 2009; Catanesi et al., 2011; Yoon et al., 2011) reported the methods of suffocation/asphyxiation are more likely to be used to kill young children by female offenders with affective disorder. Furthermore, in four of nine studies, over half of schizophrenic offenders killed a family member using a sharp instrument (Hughes et al., 2012; Rodway et al., 2009; Catanesi et al., 2011; Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006). Studies two and six also reported offenders with alcohol misuse or personality disorder were more likely to use kicking/hitting to kill acquaintances (Rodway et al., 2009; Shaw et al., 2004). Study seven indicates strangulation is more frequently used to kill females in sexual homicides (Häkkänen-Nyholm et al., 2009). Study eight only reported differences in homicide methods according to victim age, but unfortunately does not specify any further (Putkonen et al., 2010). Overall, six studies from our review reported significant differences in the homicide method used according to victim-perpetrator relationship, victim gender and victim age in homicides by mentally ill offenders with different psychiatric diagnoses.

Previous research reported an association between the degree of planning and the method of homicide used in samples of offenders with mental illness, such as the use of knives by psychotic offenders in impulsive homicides. This is consistent with four studies in our review reporting a link between sharp instruments and, impulsive unplanned homicide by schizophrenics (Hughes et al., 2012; Rodway et al., 2009; Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006; Catanesi et al., 2011). Additionally, study nine suggests a link between planned homicide by depressed patients and the use of suffocation (Yoon et al., 2011; Yoon et al., 2011). Findings from our review suggest differences in methods of homicide will be evident depending on the premeditation of the homicide (Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006).

### 4.4 Future research

#### 4.4.1 The presence of active symptoms across disorders and their influence in the method of homicide used

Studies in our review consistently reported a high proportion of offenders experienced symptoms of mental illness at the time of the homicide. For example, study two revealed 96% of schizophrenic offenders in their sample reported delusions/hallucinations at the time of the crime (Rodway et al., 2009). Similarly, study three and four reported nearly all schizophrenic offenders experienced delusions/hallucinations when committing the homicide (Catanesi et al., 2011; Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006). Study nine on bipolar disordered offenders revealed 41% of manic offenders and 42% depressed offenders were experiencing psychotic symptoms at the time of the homicide (Yoon et al., 2011). Study two reported 75% of offenders with mood disorders experienced symptoms of the illness at the time of the homicide, unfortunately symptoms are not specified (Rodway et al., 2009). Appelbaum et al. (2000) suggests that active symptoms
are probably more significant as a risk factor than the presence of an identifiable disorder. Two studies in our review suggest that offenders experiencing different symptoms at the time of the crime were likely to use different homicide methods, even when diagnosed with the same mental illness. Study two reported perpetrators diagnosed with mood disorders were more likely to use suffocation/aszphyxiation/drowning if experiencing mental illness symptoms. However, mood disordered offenders without symptoms of mental illness at the time of the homicide were more likely to use kicking/hitting. Study nine revealed that offenders with bipolar disorder were likely to use different homicide methods at different phases of the disorder. Perpetrators experiencing manic symptoms were significantly more likely to use sharp instruments, whereas perpetrators experiencing depressive symptoms were found more likely to use suffocation. Future research may examine whether differences in psychiatric symptoms reported at the time of the crime within a single diagnostic group, may be linked to differences in homicide methods and other offense characteristics.

4.5 Limitations

There are several limitations to our review. Firstly, the lack of homogeneity among studies concerning the definition of mental illness and the differences in categories included. This heterogeneity is also present in the legal definition of homicide in different countries. For example, the terminology relating to homicide in England (murder, manslaughter, involuntary manslaughter) differs from definitions in Finland (murder, manslaughter, second-degree manslaughter, infanticide, involuntary manslaughter) and the United States (felony murder, murder, manslaughter, justifiable homicide) (Liem & Pridemore, 2011; Hakkänen & Laajasalo, 2006).

In addition, differences in availability of weapons among countries will also influence weapon choice. The US has the highest rates of firearm deaths due to less restrictive laws regarding gun acquisition (Catanesi et al., 2011), and frequently report firearms as the most common method of homicide used by mentally and non-mentally ill offenders, followed by sharp instruments (Smith & Cooper, 2013). This is consistent with our review, only in study five from the US was the use of a firearm revealed to be the most common homicide method across all diagnoses (Matejkowski et al., 2008). However, this is the exception rather than the norm, since research indicates sharp instruments to be the most frequently used weapon in homicides across western European countries –excluding homicides by organized crime- (Catanesi et al., 2011). Future research needs to investigate the US as a special case and consider the effect of gun availability among different countries, as well as the influence this may have on weapon choice. Furthermore, research suggests control of gun ownership and interventions to reduce availability of knives may decrease the number of
homicides (Hughes et al., 2012). However, findings indicate that although restricting gun and knife availability may decrease homicides involving these methods, rates of homicides by other methods tend to increase (Bridges, 2004).

Another limitation concerns homicide-suicide cases, only one study included in our review reported data on previous homicide attempts among offenders with mood disorders (Matejkowski et al., 2008). Furthermore, no studies specified on the method of suicide used by homicide offenders. Previous research indicates the incidence of homicide-suicide cases to be considerably lower than homicide cases, and suggests the higher the homicide rate in a country, the lower the rate of homicide-suicide (Saleva et al., 2007). Moreover, studies suggest homicide-suicide to be a distinct phenomenon from homicide, and recommend homicide-suicide cases to be examined separately (Saleva et al., 2007). For this reason, information on accompanying suicide, as well as the methods used in suicide were not reported in our review since the focus was directed at methods of homicide used in homicide cases only. Further research may focus on homicide-suicide cases and the differences in methods, as well as any links with SMIs, such as mood disorders.

The availability of psychiatric reports was not complete in three out of nine studies (Hughes et al., 2012; Rodway et al., 2009; Shaw et al., 2004). Furthermore, courts are more likely to request psychiatric reports on perpetrators with severe mental health problems. Consequently, more reports are available on mentally ill offenders, leading to potential bias in case selection since this may translate into an inflation of the proportion of mentally ill offenders reported. Samples of the study were generally small or moderate; other associations might have been statistically significant in a larger sample size (Hughes et al., 2012; Catanesi et al., 2011; Matejkowski et al., 2008; Putkonen et al., 2010). Additionally, information was based both on self-reports of symptoms and clinical judgements resulting in diagnoses by psychiatrists or psychologists with different training, and over periods of several years (Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006).

Regarding method of homicide, our review came across two main limitations. Firstly, that in three out of nine studies, a small proportion of the offenders used more than one method of homicide and were therefore counted twice when obtaining percentages of methods of homicide used per diagnostic group; this is problematic in analysis since it leads to percentages in method of homicide used exceed 100% (Matejkowski et al., 2008; Häkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006; Putkonen et al., 2001). Secondly, only a small number of offenders used the methods of (1) strangulation, (2) asphyxiation/suffocation and (3) drowning (Matejkowski et al., 2008; Shaw et al., 2004; Putkonen et al., 2010). The latter two of these three methods are normally grouped together across studies. However, our review also added the strangulation method in this grouping, since offenders with mood disorders typically used one of these three. This is similarly the case in the mood disorders group presented in our review, consisting of aggregating offenders with bipolar disorder and major depression due to the small number of perpetrators with these diagnoses (Rodway et al., 2009).
Additional problems were incurred by limiting the scope of our systematic review to methods of homicide used by severely mentally ill perpetrators. Not included in our research were factors such as co-morbidity with alcohol and/or substance abuse, criminal history and the impact these have on weapon choice. It is important to note that previous studies have revealed severely mentally ill offenders with comorbid alcoholism and/or drug abuse/dependence are more likely to use violent homicide methods than mentally ill patients with no history of substance abuse/dependence (Rodway et al., 2009). This is consistent with previous research; revealing comorbid substance abuse/dependence increases likelihood of homicide in schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and major depression (Côté & Hodgins, 1992; Schanda et al., 2004). Finally, the association of personality disorder and the method ‘kicking/hitting’ was not included in the main findings due to the lack of consistency across the nine studies included and the low diagnostic validity of personality disorder diagnosis across countries (Putkonen et al., 2001; Håkkänen & Laajasalo, 2006).

5. Conclusions

Findings from studies in our review confirmed different mental illnesses are linked to different methods of homicide. This systematic review identified the two most consistent associations reported across recent studies between method of homicide and psychiatric diagnosis, specifically concerning SMIs: the first between (1) schizophrenia/delusional disorder and sharp instruments and the second between (2) mood disorders and strangulation/asphyxiation/suffocation/drowning. This might mean homicides by individuals with schizophrenia tend to be impulsive and therefore linked to sharp instruments due to their immediate availability. Furthermore, homicides by individuals with mood disorders frequently involve mothers killing their own children by less violent methods, such as strangulation/asphyxiation/suffocation/drowning. Data also suggests the duration of the illness, type of victim and planning of the homicide may also influence the choice of homicide method by mentally ill perpetrators. Finally, our review revealed most studies reported a high proportion of offenders experienced symptoms of mental illness when committing the homicide. Future research might examine the associations between active symptoms and homicide methods among offenders in a single diagnostic group and across mental illnesses, as well as whether these differ from associations between mental illness and homicide method. Consistency across studies concerning the two main associations identified between homicide method and mental illness might indicate that specific close contact homicide methods are prone to offenders with schizophrenia and mood disorders. Differences in homicide methods across diagnoses indicate the need for prevention strategies targeted to each diagnosis, such as weapon carrying among individuals with schizophrenia, with the hope of reducing adverse outcomes, such as lethal violent crime.
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Highlights

- Two consistent associations between homicide method and mental illness were identified.

- An association between schizophrenia/delusional disorder and sharp instruments.

- An association between mood disorders and strangulation/asphyxiation/suffocation/drowning.

- Duration of the illness, victim type, and planning of the homicide are also influential to weapon choice.

- Up to 96% of offenders experienced psychiatric symptoms at the time of the homicide.